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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Anyone noticed a change in quality of their C*faly electrodes recently? The 3 in my last shipment (May) are all gooey, leave a boogery
residue, and last only a few uses (worse than usual). CS sent me generic instructions like I'd not been using the device for 2 yrs.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
2 hours until #MigraineChat! With back to school upon us, let’s talk #migraine, school & accommodations. Current and former
students, parents, and others who’ve experienced migraine in school, please join! Preview questions & chat tips here:
https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

s df @samdf10 
RT @beth_morton: Anyone noticed a change in quality of their C*faly electrodes recently? The 3 in my last shipment (May) are all
gooey, lea… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Hello everyone! Welcome to #MigraineChat! Thanks for joining me today. I hope you’re doing as well as possible. If it’s your first time,
take a quick moment to review the chat tips: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Who is here with me? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat host. It continues to
be a bit of a rough patch for me, but I’m glad to be here. This is always a highlight of my month. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
As intros continue, I’ll share two tips: (1) include #MigraineChat in all tweets to make following the conversation easier & so tweets are
included in the transcript. (2) I’ll start each question w/Q1, Q2, etc. Start your corresponding reply w/A1, A2, etc. or quote tweet. 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
We’re always happy to see Beth! I’m Maddie, currently enjoying the fall weather in Washington. I’m also fighting against migraine hard
this week! #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Last bit of business, standing reminders: (1) Twitter is a public forum, so keep that in mind as you answer questions. (2) And please
don’t use GIFs or flashing media, as they can be a #migraine trigger. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@hazelmaddie Same here in Vermont! Summer turned the switch off fast, and it feels like fall! (And… migraine.) Glad you are here!!
#MigraineChat 

#migrainechat Transcript
Healthcare social media transcript of the #migrainechat  hashtag.  

Mon, September 6th 2021, 10:00AM  – Wed, September 8th 2021, 11:55PM  (America/New_York).  

See #migrainechat Influencers/Analytics.
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Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
I also frequently forget to use the #MigraineChat hashtag, hopefully this week will be better  

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@hazelmaddie It’s been almost three years of these chats and I still forget the hashtag sometimes. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Navigating school with #migraine can be challenging. Let’s talk about some of the barriers that come up, how we’ve asked for
accommodations, and what that process looks like. I’ll be trying to share resources, but welcome others esp. from other countries, etc.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Note: I’m using the term accommodation generally to be inclusive of things like IEPs at the K-12 level or accommodations at the
higher ed level. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q1. What are some ways #migraine impacts or impacted school for you (at any level)? #MigraineChat https://t.co/zsyTVnxYim 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton I'm Katie and I'm here for #MigraineChat. I'm in the UK, where it's #MigraineAwarenessWeek2021!

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Hi Katie! Good to “see” you!! #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Likewise! #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A1 I was diagnosed with chronic migraine in my 20s, but had long streaks of migraine as a teen. I’m repeating myself, but I had an
accommodation to get out of PE and to sit during choir and drama #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A1. I was episodic thru the end of HS, college & most of grad school. I became chronic in the last yr of my dissertation. It slowed
down my ability to read, write, research bc I was also working .8 FTE. I came home exhausted & had little spare energy for
academics. #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A1 cont. After about a week of this accommodation I was accused of faking it and being lazy. So I started my long habit of pretending
I wasn’t in pain and pushing through it, which has negatively affected me to say the least! #MigraineChat 

The Chronic Theory  @ZebraOrphans 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are some ways #migraine impacts or impacted school for you (at any level)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/zsyTVnxYim 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Oh, wow. I’m glad you brought this up because I’m not sure that is covered in any of my questions. But this is a big part of the stigma
we face with invisible disabilities and receiving accommodations. Not being believed. I am so sorry. #MigraineChat 
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Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A1 cont. When I started working in childcare, we would occasionally have students with migraine. I did my best, but so many other
educators were quick to accuse a child of faking it, being lazy, or downplaying their pain #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q2. What specific accommodations have you requested at school to manage your #migraine symptoms (either formally or
informally)? If you haven’t requested accommodations, did you not need them, not know how, not feel comfortable, or other?
#MigraineChat https://t.co/Z4cIJEwceb 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A1. Looking back, the impact seems limited to a few very obvious isolated incidents but, on reflection, I suspect it was much more
subtle and wide reaching. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @hazelmaddie: A1 cont. When I started working in childcare, we would occasionally have students with migraine. I did my best,
but so man… 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
@beth_morton Thank you for saying that! I’m so frustrated for my younger self #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton Hello! I’m Diana from Kansas. I’ve been disabled by chronic migraine since 2003 and lived with migraine since age 6.
I’m married & mom to a 7 year old kid. Mostly following along today bc brain fog & other #migraine related challenges are prevalent
today. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@CandiceMcF @beth_morton So much solidarity. Especially on the unrelenting neck pain.  #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2.1. I was not aware that there were laws that protected my rights to accommodations in school: e.g., when physical or mental
impairment limits a major life activity. Learning is a major life activity. I only asked for accommodations at work. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A2.2. During the dissertation phase of my PhD, I was by definition disabled and probably could have asked for accommodations due
to #migraine and pretty severe IBS symptoms. In the end, I needed (and was granted) an additional year to finish, but that’s all.
#MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
Same. 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@hazelmaddie Wish we could wrap younger you in gentle hugs. I’m so sorry you were treated that way. #MigraineStigma is insidious
and so damaging. #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
@beth_morton Wow, you should have gotten much more help than that but with the reputation universities have with disability, it’s not
surprising #MigraineChat 
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Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
A1. Our stories are so similar. Episodic #migraine from age 6 to my last semester of law school (age 25). I really had to force myself
through that, job hunting, bar exam prep, etc. All the while thinking it would eventually let up. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
RT @beth_morton: A2.2. During the dissertation phase of my PhD, I was by definition disabled and probably could have asked for
accommodatio… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@hazelmaddie I actually don’t fault my school much. I had a ton of flexiblity with my dissertation and the extra year. I expect if I had
been in classes, I’d have had a different experience, though. And if we were talking work (and HR), that *is* a whole other story….
#MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A2. I never asked for accommodations. I guess I never thought to take my symptoms seriously. I remember doing jumps in ballet,
feeling like my brain was rattling around in my skull and thinking that was just something to put up with. #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
@beth_morton Yeah I’ve got a lot to say about work place accommodations, I’ll say that another day  #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q3. What was the process for requesting accommodations? If it varied at the K-12 or higher ed level, can you share how? Or any tips
on the K-12 to higher ed transition? #MigraineChat https://t.co/jGCX8JCalw 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Ha, doesn’t everyone’s brain rattle like that? I think we all thought this at some point. “Doesn’t everyone’s head hurt a
lot?” I remember the first time a grad school friend told me she’d never had a headache and I just  #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A3, high school was simple because it was a small private school, I just had a doctor’s note with the accommodation listed. College,
asking for an accommodation never occurred to me. But by that point, I had learned to keep my episodic pain quiet #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@EphemeralPOV Wow, none of that sounds fair or practical. I’m so sorry there isn’t a better way. #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton A2. Despite the limitations, I didn’t perceive myself as being disabled. I had the attitude that I had no choice but to
push through. I did things like wear sunglasses to class. But the idea of formally reqesting anything didn’t even occur to me.
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Melody Kate Waring  @melodywaring 
@beth_morton A2: I sort of stumbled into accommodations during my PhD. I wanted an ergonomic mouse and keyboard, Googled my
university name place "ergonomic", and realized I could get a FREE consultation. She then gave me the contact info for the
accommodations people. #migrainechat 

Candice McFarland  @CandiceMcF 
@fabriKatie Oh my gosh, this I can relate to! Was in dance classes from age 4 to 35. The headaches. Horrible. I fainted a couple of
times. #migrainechat 
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Dr. Melody Kate Waring  @melodywaring 
@beth_morton A2, cont: I ended up making a few requests (which were actually just covered by my department, not officially through
accommodations I think) -- including a new monitor that didn't "blink", more ergonomic set up, and dispensation on where I could work
#migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3.1. Different laws/regulations protect your rights to accommodations at the K-12 vs. higher ed level. There are some differences in
the steps, responsibilities, etc. It can be a lot to wade through (& I’m not an expert). I’ll link resources in the next tweets.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A3.3. USDoE K12 to HE Transtition Guide: https://t.co/VO2XpfDOkq Random law firm website w/good summary:
https://t.co/8RySvYtRwX #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Ooops, #MIgraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@melodywaring This is so great! I’m glad you were able to get these accommodations! #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q4. Did you encounter challenges having your accommodations honored by teachers, professors, or others? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/usFJ1nka0o 

Candice McFarland 🌈💜💙 @CandiceMcF 
@beth_morton @fabriKatie When people tell me, oh, I’ve had a headache a couple of times in my life. I just can’t comprehend. The
things we could do. The amount of pain removed.  ♀  ♀  #migrainechat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A4, I think my teachers genuinely thought I was faking. I “looked healthy” but also did not have a good reputation. I remember my
choir teacher being great though, I was so high energy in class and then suddenly not #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A4 cont. I had other classmates who needed similar accommodations, I always wondered if they were able to keep those cause they
were more liked by teachers. But whatever the reason, I’m happy they got the help they needed #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@hazelmaddie Oh, that makes me just…. Yeah. Accommodations should be applied fairly and universally. And I’m not naive, so I
know they aren’t. I’ve already seen so many awful tweets with the start of the new school year, so… yeah. So much work to do in this
area. Big sigh. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q5. In regards to #migraine at school, what are/were some things that formal accommodations just didn’t help with? How do/did you
handle these symptoms, situations, etc.? #MigraineChat https://t.co/W7HLC0EsjG 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
We have so much room for improvement as a society in recognizing the impact of invisible illnesses and disabilities. #MigraineChat 

One of those Daves @EphemeralPOV 
@beth_morton A2. I asked if I could get in the in-house training because that would be far better for me since regular courses
exarcerbate my migraines/headaches. I was flatly refused and told to go to a recognised school when I was "better". #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
RT @dianaelee: We have so much room for improvement as a society in recognizing the impact of invisible illnesses and disabilities.
#Migrai… 
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Katie @fabriKatie 
A5a. At university level, I found it impacted my ability to integrate. I don't think anybody wants to be on a night out with someone who
is faking wellness. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Q6. What was your experience managing #migraine and social life at school: e.g., friends, extra-curriculars, dorm living? Any tips for
these and other scenarios? #MigraineChat https://t.co/zhbeNfLo4j 

Katie @fabriKatie 
A5b. My best attempt at a coping strategy was to not mix my drinks and not combine alcohol with medication. It didn't work. I still felt
ill, had zero fun and might as well have stayed at home. #MigraineChat 

One of those Daves @EphemeralPOV 
@beth_morton A3. From my experience you have to speak with someone at the school and ask. Asides from basic accessibility
mandated by law, it's a crapshoot. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
I have jumped ahead again. Ditto for Q6. #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A6, I met my husband in college and when I had episodic migraines I would go to his place and we would watch a movie. It was quiet
and he was basically my only social life, but he was the only one who got it #MigraineChat 

Spooky Maddie  @hazelmaddie 
A6, cont. My home was chaos and a huge trigger, so it’s funny that my least painful days were my days at college #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
CT: Any last thoughts? Questions? School-related topics we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat that you want to comment on? 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Thank you all for being here and sharing your experiences. Some sounded really pretty awful and I’m sorry you went through that.
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Don’t forget: use #MigraineChat all month to tag questions for the community. The Facebook group is officially closed, so please
consider joining the Discord #MigraineChat. 

Sara @YatesHenley 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are some ways #migraine impacts or impacted school for you (at any level)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/zsyTVnxYim 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
The #MigraineChat Discord group is a great place to socialize, vent, & ask questions between chats! When you enter, accept the
rules and all other channels will become accessible. https://t.co/gTVxhDXZK5 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton This just makes me think even more about the importance of early diagnosis, good information and appropriate
management. Things could have been very different for a lot of us. #MigraineChat 

Katie @fabriKatie 
@beth_morton Thanks for being here yourself and for giving these important conversations life. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@fabriKatie Absolutely! It’s more than a headache (how many times do we need to say this?). And it may seem invisible, but it has
widespread impacts, so if it’s at the point of impacting a major life activity, we deserve appropriate accommodations. #MigraineChat 

One of those Daves @EphemeralPOV 
@beth_morton I just want to mention how cruel it is to tell those who schools and the government can't be bothered to accommodate
to be "patient" and wait until we're "better". I've lost 8 years of my ife and feel completely abandoned. It's truly dehumanising.
#MigraineChat 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@EphemeralPOV Yeah, I think many of us were hoping a silver lining of this pandemic would be more flexibilty sticking around for
distance learning, remote work and various combinations of these things. But any those programs that started didn’t last.
#MigraineChat 

A-letter-from-home @Aletterfromhom1 
@beth_morton A6. Undergrad Dorm life was AWFUL. It took until senior year to have a great room and roommate. I helped establish
a chapter of my sorority and senior year I spent w my BFF and sorority sister. If I had had an option for a single the 1st 3 yrs I
would’ve taken it. #migrainechat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@EphemeralPOV Not that this would solve everything, but it would be a little help for those of us whose health isn’t improving and
who have geographic limitations on where they can be. #MigraineChat 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A2. #MigraineChat My 24/7 migraine started right before law school. I wore sunglasses to class, but the first year the
only accommodation it occurred to me to ask for was a locker closer to classrooms. My dr (!) actually suggested I ask for
accommodations for testing. ... 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A2 con't #MigraineChat Yrs 2 & 3 I asked to be in a separate room so I could turn the lights off & not have to deal w/
the noisiness of 80 other people. In law school, take home exams are usually 24 hrs. I got extra time so that I could, theoretically,
sleep on a normal schedule. 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@rachel_x_graves Hi Rachel! Thanks for stopping by #MigraineChat. Replies are welcome anytime! 

Rachel Graves @rachel_x_graves 
@beth_morton A2. #MigraineChat Law school w/ 24/7 migraine was nearly impossible. I had no social life bc I didn't have the energy.
I was on topamax my first semester, which caused cognitive issues that were v much reflected in my grades. 

Migraine Meanderings @migrainemeander 
RT @beth_morton: Q2. What specific accommodations have you requested at school to manage your #migraine symptoms (either
formally or inform… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
I'm hoping to have more resources to share soon, but here's one. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
For K-12 accommodations ⬇  #MigraineChat 

Nat @Princess_Nat15 
@beth_morton #migrainechat truly helps me connect in ways I couldn’t! And of course during #migraineawarenessweek it’s the
perfect time for me to try and actually communicate 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Oh my god I missed this I thought it was Sunday so I’m late but will be slowly chiming in #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q1. What are some ways #migraine impacts or impacted school for you (at any level)? #MigraineChat
https://t.co/zsyTVnxYim 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A1 migraine is the direct reason I had to drop out of college. Even with extremely helpful accommodations it just
wasn’t enough to make academia something I could remain in. #MigraineChat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@rachel_x_graves @beth_morton I started topamax the same week as my college orientation… reacting badly to it while I was
supposed to be connecting with piers and registering for classes was a lot #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Oh, wow. I’m glad you brought this up because I’m not sure that is covered in any of my questions. But this is a
big part… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2. I had work from home privileges with alt assignments to make up attendance grades. Ability to reschedule exams.
My first semester I had none and almost failed a course because of it since colleges are very strict on only accommodating university
recognized acc. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A2 cont. prior to formal accom I relied on relationships with professors to get out of class and rest or let my meds kick
in. I also spent a lot of my energy just getting things done early in case attacks would come on #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Holiday weekends, amirite?! 😂 It's okay! Just proving #MigraineChat can be asynchronous! We accommodate! 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
@beth_morton D, I am going to call this fashionably late, it’s been a strange bubble of a day but not a bad one. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@ElleMarieIsMe @beth_morton I definitely didn’t know either! It wasn’t until I took a calc exam upside down and blind that my
professor sat down with me and tried to find ways that wouldn’t happen again. I got formal accommodations the next semester.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What was the process for requesting accommodations? If it varied at the K-12 or higher ed level, can you
share how? Or… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3. At Clemson it had to be done only at the start of semester(acute injury not included). Required extensive medical
documentation and there was zero guidance to which accommodations may suit me best. I just went off what I knew I needed
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 cont. at Mount Mary we had a disability office and it was so well coordinated. I think I needed a doctors note but
they explained all my options and even would manage communication with teachers if need be. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A3 cont 2. Mount Mary was stellar. If I used my work from home accom. A few days in a row? They’d call and see how
I was and even help with things like getting groceries and such to me if my flare was bad. It was so well rounded #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A1 looking back I can see how much pushing through school assignments would often leave me too sick to engage socially, as my
migraines have gotten worse I am understanding as I pursue new certifications how much time they will need to take for me.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
These replies are FULL of resources if you need accommodations or are a parent looking to be aware of options for your kids. 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q4. Did you encounter challenges having your accommodations honored by teachers, professors, or others?
#MigraineChat http… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4. Personally no. I worked really hard to connect with my teachers because I knew I’d be missing so much and I also
spent time explaining each need so we were all on the same page. On instances where I did, the disability office managed it.
#MigraineChat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A4 cont. my biggest barrier was having to use them repeatedly. I rescheduled my final presentation 4 days in a row
and it was a group project. We did great. But I was hospitalized 2 times that week and i thought I’d miss out on presenting
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
A5 Accommodations couldn’t change that I was a commuter and driving became unsafe for me. They couldn’t help that the pain got
worse and my medical care was lapsing. When the pain doesn’t stop? Sometimes you have to because it just can’t be worked
around. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
I tried to find an online program but I interviewed with the Art Institute and upon disclosing my situation and inquiring about their
disability office? They told me not to apply as I wasn’t cut out for their school. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
When it came time to either keep working or keep at school, I was literally bedridden 5 days out of each week. I decided pushing
myself for another semester even though I *could* wasn’t worth the cost since I’d never be able to finish #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
I think the worst part was senior year we had a design thesis and a few hour long presentation. I knew no amount of accommodations
would allow me to give my final presentation to go on and graduate. So I never got my degree and likely never will #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A2 because of other disabilities I am familiar with the accommodations process but didn’t know what to ask for for migraines, some of
that is how my needs can change from one day to the next, some having internalize the belief that I needed to push myself harder.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
My only coping mechanism for presentations, knowing I’d be going in blinded by a migraine was to know my work so in depth that I
could give it blind and not rely on the visual aids everyone else was seeing. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Q6. What was your experience managing #migraine and social life at school: e.g., friends, extra-curriculars, dorm
living?… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Yes! This reminded me of an article I wanted to share. Unlike k-12, in college, accommodations need to be done each semester. The
school doesn't have to, but often requires doctor verification at student expense. /1 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
So you're a student miles from home and your regular HCPs. We know how long appt wait times are and all the other access barriers.
Getting this each semester is an undue hardship. /2 #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
A proposed bill would allow documentation from your HS to serve as documentation in college: /3 #MigraineChat
https://t.co/O7P0WS8969 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton A6 it was bad. I was cast out immediately for not being “fun” and I was terrified. I don’t have tips but I have started my
blog series on exactly this (dorm living) which may help you feel seen #MigraineChat https://t.co/kXAD3XdCec 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@SantiagoBlue7 @mchurchgirl Welcome! You can learn more about #MigraineChat here: https://t.co/Wuemu2Ihop 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: Yes! This reminded me of an article I wanted to share. Unlike k-12, in college, accommodations need to be done
each semest… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Yes I’m going to build off this, I got carpal tunnel mid semester and needed accommodations and had no in network health care that
was required to get said doctors note. #MigraineChat 
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alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @beth_morton: CT: Any last thoughts? Questions? School-related topics we didn’t cover in today’s #MigraineChat that you want
to comment… 

Lynne M. Meyer | Polyam Bi Coffee-Fueled Witch  @Lynne_M_Meyer 
RT @beth_morton: Yes! This reminded me of an article I wanted to share. Unlike k-12, in college, accommodations need to be done
each semest… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@HemingwayMuse Is that a HS? In my prep it does sound like such a stark difference btw K-12 and postsecondary. The latter being
so much harder than it needs to be. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@fabriKatie @beth_morton Yes it absolutely could have! Medical neglect while I was in college played a huge role in how sick I’ve
ended up. And I had no resources at the time. It could have changed so much #MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A3 K12 it was about IEP‘s, a structure that allowed for building a plan but also for changing it, in college the expectation was you
asked for everything at the start of semester and any needs you might have after that, you hoped the professor was willing.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@beth_morton Nope a private university! I didn’t have accommodations in high school but I didn’t need them. #MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @HemingwayMuse: @beth_morton A6 it was bad. I was cast out immediately for not being “fun” and I was terrified. I don’t have
tips but I… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
Beth thank you for this and so sorry I missed it while live. I hope anyone following along and interested in college/high school life with
migraine connects with me as this is where I’m trying to focus a lot on and I’d love to help share your experience too ✨
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A4 it wasn’t until my masters that I started asking for accommodations specifically related to migraine and while I certainly got pushed
back, I was closer to burn out by then and had really started a practice of noticing early and bailing out if at all possible.
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A5 strong chemical smells were pervasive throughout college and asking people to refrain from using them proved mostly useless.
#MigraineChat 

D is probably baking or tired @grrlintersect 
A6 it was far from the only reason but possibly one of the best things I did in my college career was getting my own apartment off
campus, it allowed me to have people over in a social environment I controlled and also to take breaks when I needed to.
#MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
RT @grrlintersect: A6 it was far from the only reason but possibly one of the best things I did in my college career was getting my own
apa… 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@grrlintersect Yes it’s pretty dang hard to have any control over a 12x20 space with a shared bathroom and a “kitchen” shared
between 4 floors. I was so much more at ease when I was in my own apartment #MigraineChat 

Hoofbeats = Zebra @KnockKnockZebra
RT @beth_morton: A proposed bill would allow documentation from your HS to serve as documentation in college: /3 #MigraineChat
https://t.co… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @HemingwayMuse: Beth thank you for this and so sorry I missed it while live. I hope anyone following along and interested in
college/hig… 
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Mich_NovElle @mich_novelle 
@beth_morton #MigraineChat A6. Jumping in late but wanted to share my experience. I went to a very small college where there
really wasn’t a party culture. It cut out a lot of pressure. That would be my tip for anyone researching schools. 

liveoakgirl @liveoakgirl 
Is there any kind of fitness watch that is helpful with tracking migraine symptoms including the prodrome and postdrome?
#MigraineChat 

Dr. Melissa Geraghty, Psy.D. (She/Her)  @MindfulDrG 
RT @beth_morton: Q3. What was the process for requesting accommodations? If it varied at the K-12 or higher ed level, can you
share how? Or… 

Rachel @hortonrachel_ 
RT @beth_morton: Who is here with me? If you want, introduce yourself in a way you feel comfortable. I’m Beth, your #MigraineChat
host. It… 

🌸☔gingerbear ᴮᴱ🍀💜⁷ @jesmy 
My Japanese history professor accused me of being hungover because I was wearing my sunglasses in her class. I had told her the
first day that I would need to wear sunglasses in class due to the fluorescent lighting. 3 semesters of classes with her and she never
got it. 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton Thank you so much, as always, for hosting #MigraineChat! 

the damn things overlap @notamerryman 
I understand why people go off their meds cold turkey or drink eucalyptus oil, bc right now I am on three migraine preventatives that
make me dizzy and crushed my appetite, and I took a rescue med that makes my whole body hurt, and I still have a headache!
#NEISvoid #MigraineChat 

Sarah @SarahYLibrarian 
RT @CSWhiteMD: If you’re in the Philadelphia area and you are free October 2nd, you should definitely sign up for this event and
raise mone… 

Kristy Hosier @KristyHosier 
Anyone else get chronic migraines; especially when it’s gonna rain or season changes? Let me know your secrets to getting rid of
them? I’d be so grateful for any advice. Thanks  #advice #tips #MigraineChat #lmk #chat #realtalk 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@HemingwayMuse @beth_morton It’s really encouraging to hear it being so well done there. #MigraineChat 

Amz @Amz_teaches 
Migraine since Friday. Jheeze #MigraineChat 

Diana Lee (she/her) @dianaelee 
@beth_morton That seems like a completely common sense, reasonable idea that would make a huge change in the documentation
burden disabled college students are dealing with. #MigraineChat 

alex 🌙 @HemingwayMuse 
@dianaelee @beth_morton Right! It was like complete proof that it’s super possible with the right staffing and time dedicated towards
students #MigraineChat 

WEGO Health @wegohealth 
Calling all #migraine patient leaders for an upcoming paid patient collaboration to provide support and resources for the migraine
community. Learn more about how you can get your voice heard by clicking below. #migrainechat #migrainewarrior
https://t.co/lrpCuEWMU8 

Christine Frost    @Shahrazad1001 
RT @wegohealth: Calling all #migraine patient leaders for an upcoming paid patient collaboration to provide support and resources
for the m… 
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Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @KristyHosier: Anyone else get chronic migraines; especially when it’s gonna rain or season changes? Let me know your secrets
to getting… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
RT @liveoakgirl: Is there any kind of fitness watch that is helpful with tracking migraine symptoms including the prodrome and
postdrome? #… 

Cathy Chester @CathyChes 
RT @KristyHosier: Anyone else get chronic migraines; especially when it’s gonna rain or season changes? Let me know your secrets
to getting… 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
#MigraineChat 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
@liveoakgirl Maybe we can flip the question, too: has anyone with a smartwatch noticed any interesting patterns in any data it collects
during the migraine (from prodrome to postdrome)? And helped predict attacks? That'd be cool. #MigraineChat 

trinaa.ahmed @AhmedTrinaa 
RT @KristyHosier: Anyone else get chronic migraines; especially when it’s gonna rain or season changes? Let me know your secrets
to getting… 

The Table Read Magazine @the_table_read 
On The Table Read, @KathyOShea1 talks about her book, So Much More Than A Headache, and how she aims to help #migraine
sufferers feel supported and able to find help. #authorinterview #MigraineChat #migraineawareness #writerslife
#bookrecommendations https://t.co/Zq7dUoFOUi https://t.co/TPZKttUBGW 

Souad🌻 @trueintegrity87 
RT @dianaelee: We have so much room for improvement as a society in recognizing the impact of invisible illnesses and disabilities.
#Migrai… 

Souad🌻 @trueintegrity87 
I know some people who suffer from severe migraines but are not taken seriously by their co-workers, managers and employers
unfortunately. Often hear they are " faking it". :( 

Beth Morton @beth_morton 
Relevant to this month's #MigraineChat. There is immense burden on students for gaining accommodations in higher education. 
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